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in terms of a simple Hawthorne effect. effect of focus of attention on situational attributed a much more positive attitude to tribution was nonsignificant, F(I, 96)= 1.1~, him in the $1 condition than those focusing the mean difference was in the expected dion his situation. The mean rating of the $1, rection. The mean situational attributions of situation-focus group (4.56) actually fell the situation-focus and actor-focus groups below the midpoint of the attitude scale (5), were 7.55 and 7.17, respectively.2 suggesting that this group attributed a , " slightly negative attitude to the actor. Attttude Attrtbuttons Analyses of the three remaining attitude A 2 X 2 factorial analysis of variance was estimation items, also by means of 2 x 2 used to assess the effects of reward magnitude analyses of variance, revealed no significant and iocus of attention on the observers' estimain effects or interactions (at an a posteriori mates of the actor's attitude toward the tasks. alpha level of .01), Since neither Bem (1967) The II-point scale judgments were assigned nor Festinger and Carlsmith (1959) found values 0-10, with higher values indicating any significant differences on these, items, greater positivity; mean ratings given by the the present study also replicated this facet four groups are displayed in Table 1 . The of the previous studies. main effect for reward magnitude was not significant, F(I, 96)= 1.86. As predicted, the Discussion main effect for focus of attention was sig-
The present results provide evidence that nifican.t, F (1, 96) = 6.;2, ? < :02. Obs.ervers observers in a dissonance si~ulat~on .who ~;" attendin.g to the .a.ct.or s sItuatIon attrIbute:
focus attention on th: ~~tor's sItuatIon Infer less attItude POSItiVIty to the a~tor (M less actor attitude pOSItIvIty toward the tasks 6.04) than did observe.rs attendI~g to t~e than do observers who focus on the actor, actor (M = 7.34). The InterpretatIon of t~s This finding supports our proposed explana~ain effect m?st be. te~pered~ howe,:er, rn tion of the correspondence of actor and oblIght of the hIghly sIgmficant II!teraCtI°n. of server attributions in dissonance and simulareward magnitude and focus of attentIon, F(I, 96)= 19.42, P < ,DOl. A decomposition of the interaction by 2 One other preliminary analysis was conducted to means of an analysis of simple effects (Winer, explore the function of the ~mpathy inst~ctions. 1971 ) revealed that estimated attitude posiTo determine whe,ther empathIc observers mIght be more or less cautious than actor-focused observers tiVIty was greater rn the $1 condItIon than rn in judging the behaviors of the actor, the absolute the $20 condition for the actor-focus groups, deviation from the scale midpoint (5) 
